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"Tell the truth and don't be afra id."

Studying abroad at
Harlaxton University

Athletics facilities
receive upgrades
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ACADEMICS

BUDGET

Delving into

Year-end .a thletic
nuntbers even out

in-class debates
By Sarah j ean Bresnahan

campus Editor
Part of Eastern's general education curriculum requirement is to

take philosophy and political science classes.
Within these courses, debate and
in-class discussion are common occurrences.
Sometimes, these in-class debates
become more than students agreeing or disagieeing with each other.
John Morris, a political science
instructor, said he tries to establish
ground rules in his classes to keep
debates from getting out of hand.
"One of the keys, I think, to becoming better as one of those groups
that is pursuing democracy is you
have to have free and open discussion," Morris said. "If there are 107
students in the class, and one student disagrees with the rest of the
class ... I don't know who it was that
said it, but 'I may disagree violently
with what you say, but I will defend ·

·your right to say it to the death."'
·Morris wants his students to feel
free to say what they think, and encourages open debate.
"Participation is one of the cornerstones of democracy," Morris
said. "You might say some things
that may be offensive to others,
and be prepared for that, but say
what you think."

Debate rules
Some professors, like Jason Waller,
an·assistant professor of philosophy,
have established rules for debates in
his classes. Students are tested on the
rules to make sure they understand.
"What I do at the beginning of
each of my intro-level classes is I
have rules for philosophical debate,"
Waller said. "And these are: First, you
have to separate out the various issues, take out the emotional language, admit when the other person
has made a good point, not make
conclusions that are stronger than

Scholarships,
salari_e s among
department's
biggest expenses

Expense s
$9,474,644
Progr11m Spec. Fundr11ising"

2o/o ·

By Collin Whitchurch
Sports Editor

Eastern Athletic Director Barbara Burke said Wednesday the Athletic Department's expenses did not
exceed its revenue for the 2008.- 09
fiscal year. But she said there were
several aspects of the budget she
plans to make changes to going
forward.
Burke presented the end-of-year
numbers to the Board ofTrustees at
the Sept. 4 meeting, and said while
the amount of money allocated to
DEBATES, page 5
expenses was less than the budgeted revenue, it doesn't always work
out as planned.
At the beginning of the year, the
CAMPUS
department budgeted $4.98 million in local revenue, $4.69 million
in appropriated funds, and $9.47
million in expenses.
"The revenue doesn't always
come in at a level we budget or anticipate, or sometimes the expenses
are higher than anticipa~ed," Burke
said.
She did say, however, that the
~epartment ended the year without
its expenses exceeding its revenue.
Overall, the department's biggest expenses were in scholarships
and salaries. The scholarships are
divided into three different categories - Talented Student Awards
($692,114), Gender Equity Waivers ($346,903), and Grant in Aid
{$2.05 million) - and made up
33 percent of the department's toCH ELSEA GRADY I T H E DAILY EASTERN NEWS
·tal expenses.
Jackie See, Financial Health Education Coordinator, presents "Wallet
Likewise, salaries made up $1.67
Dry? Tap Into How Alcohol Drains Your Finances," part two of the HERC million of the department's expensSix-Pack Program in Lumpkin Hall's Roberson Auditorium Wednesday.
es, or 18 percent.
Burke acknowledged that salaries and scholarships are an integral
part of the athletic department's
success, but said she would like
to make some changes to the way
the department spends its money,
namely, she would like to increase
the
amount of money that goes toher
presentation,
expressed
the
imBy Jon Dastych
portance of a student budgeting his ward sport programs and support
Staff Reporter
money when it comes to drinking.
units.
On average, a person who goes
While attending or throwing a
"I would like to be able to flipout drinking will spend at least $35 party is expensive, getting caught flop sport programs and o perain a night between.parties and bars-.
drinking alcohol underage could be tions, or at least make them equal
This and other costly facts were the most costly.
expenses" she said. "Our support
presented at "Wallet Dry," part two
Just one underage drinking tick- unit needs to increase as well. That
of the Six-Pack series.
et could cost a11ywhere from $300 is the training and sr,rength training
Throwing a party can be more ex- to $350, See said. In 2005, a total of and also helps us overall as an acapensive, said Jackie See, guest speak- $60.3 billion was paid in underage demic unit. There needs to be some
er and graduate assistant. The average drinking tickets.
focus placed on those units."
cost of a keg is more than $70, and a
The hose supplying the alcohol to
Currently, operations make up
typical charge of $50 for a tap.
the underage drinkers could also get 16 percent of expenses, or $1,48
See, who did all the research for
ALCOHOL, page S million, while sport programs

Alcohol can lead to
empty wallet

2008-09 Athletic Department budget

GrantlnAtd

22%

Apportionmen t
$4,694,901

Lo cal Funds
$4,984,814

Source: 2008-Q9 Athletic Department Annual Report
GRAPHIC S BY CHRIS LEE

makes up 13 percent, or $1.22 million. Support units garner only 2
percent of the budget, $236,500.
Burke, who is now in her second year as athletic director, said
no changes were made to the budget her first year because all the
money was already allocated by the
time she arrived. However, she did
say she was happy with how the department has spent its money as a
whole because she knows they are

an important part of the program's
success.
"While I would like more resources to go into our actual sport
programs, a direct benefit to the
programs, our two biggest expenses,
salaries and scholarships, are necessary to be successful," she said.

Collin Whitchurch can be
reached at 581·7944 or
cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.
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WEATHER TODAY

Thursday

CAMPUS

Mostly Sunny
Slightly cooler today but the
sunny trend continues for
the rest of the week. High
pressure cell in correlation
with a weak cold front will
drop temperatures a couple
of degrees for the next few
days; especially during the
overnight hours. Next
chance of rain will be late
Sunday evening continuing
all the way through Tuesday.

HIGH

79°
LOW

50°

WEATHER TOMORROW

Friday

Sunny
High: 80°
Low: 55°

Saturday

Mostly Sunny
High: 81°
Low: 56°

Constitution Day panel
discusses same-sex marriages
es.

By Abby Allgire

Staff Reporter
A panel discussion on samesex marriages will commemorate
Constitution Day at 7 p.m. today in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The discussion panelists will
consist of political science majors
and Pride members Nick Woods
and Aiden Ethington.
The panel will debate the constitutionality of same-sex marriag-

Karen Swenson, faculty adviser
for Phi Alpha Delta, the pre-law
society, said same-sex marriage is
an issue of importance because a
federal suit recently filed in California declares that same-sex marriage is a constitutional right.
"We will have viewpoints represented from different standpoints
and hope that discussants and audience members will respect all
views," Swenson said. "This is a
complex topic for which there is
no simple answer."

Pride member Vance Davis will
take interest in the discussion.
"I believe that both group~ can
only learn from this experience,
and hopefully we can come closer
to a consensus on this critical issue," Davis said.
There have been several other
state courts, most recently Iowa,
who have found that the right of
same-sex marriage does exist in
their state constitutions.
The Proposition 8 federal suit
in California challenging the rejection of same-sex marriage in

the state's constitution shows a divide in public opinion.
These next few years will prove
to be important for the formation
of this law in IUinois and the nation.
EIU Pride, the Eastern Chapter
of Phi Alpha Delta (the Pre-Law
Society), and the Department of
Political Sciences are sponsoring
this panel discussion.
Abby Allgire can he reached
at 581-7942 or
DENnewsdesk@•gmaiLcom

For more weather Information: www.eiu.eduFweother

BLOTTER
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Jewish High Holy Days
Services for the Jewish High Holy Days of
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur will be held at
rhe M~ttoon Jewish Community Center, located
in Trinity Lutheran Church, 3400 Dewitt Ave., in
Mattoon.
The guest rabbi for the High Holy Day services
is Rabbi Kenneth E. Ehrlich, a dean and professor
ar Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati.
A Rosh Hashanah evening service is at 7:30
, and the morning service is at 10 Saturday.
Kol Nidre, the Yom Kippur evening service, is
at 7:30p.m. Sept. 27. The Yom Kippur Morning
, with an afternoon/
Service is at 10 a.m.
evening service at 4 p.m.
Break-the-fast immediately follows the Yom
Kippur services.

Technology Day 2009
The seventh annual !Technology Fair @ EIUi
will be from 9:30 a.m. co 3:30 p.m. today in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
More than 30 vendors and organizations will be
present to showcase technology products and services.
Faculry,stalf, students and administrators are invited to attend, as is the communi[)' and surround
ing areas.
For more information, call the CATS office at
581-8396.

What's with the
smartboards?

A domestic dispute occurred at Universi[)' Apartments Sunday, according to
the Universi[)' Police Department.

A student was behaving in a disorderly manner at Coleman Hall Wednesday,
police said.

Smanboards have recently been installed
in Lantz, Buzzard, and McAfee. This slideshow on DENnews.com explains why
smarrboards are important and what teachers think.

A noise complaint was reported in
Universi[)' Apartments Tuesday, police
said.

A private property accident occurred
between a green john Deere garden tractor and a white Dodge at approximately
1:15 p.m. Wednesday, police said.

How to
overcome stress
Online reporter Jennifer Brown
gives advice about not stressing out
and living healthy.

CITY

Marty's tQ re-open
Marcy's will reopen at 5 p.m.
today after about a month and a
half of construction, said Andrew
Parker, a manager at Marty's.
Noticeable additions include
the beer garden out front, new
siding, a new roof and brand-new
windows.
Inside, the bar now has more
booths, about 10, Parker said.

The lighting was also upgraded,
specifically over the booths.
The bathrooms have been
completely redone, Parker said.
Marty's will also have more options for customers. Parker said
the bar has more beer on tap with
the additions of three or four
more drafts and additional bottles, too.
The panther, after a brief hiatus, is back out in front, he said.
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MEETING

Student Government budget less than expected
By Emily Steele
Student Government
Editor

stressing fiscal responsibility this
year," Scherle said.

Student Government's budget of $28,891.72 for the year
is lower than expected said Jarrod Scherle, vice president for
business affairs, at Wednesday's
meeting.
Reasons for the decrease are
lower enrollment, an increase of
fee waivers to members of the
military and an unused $16,000
budgeted toward the Student
Recreation Center, which was
supposed to return to the Student Government reserve account but will not happen until
fiscal year 20 11.
"We are going to have to be

Tommy Nierman was approved to chair the external relations committee after Michelle
Martin resigned for health reasons. The committee plans the
local business exposition set for
Sept. 29, and despite the unexpected turnover, Nierman is optimistic about it.
"The local business expo will
go off and it will go off without
a hitch," Nierman said.
Three appointments were
made to various boards and six
appointments to Student Government committees were approved- two are non-student

Committee appointments

•

government members.
The contest for the shuttle
bus logo will run through October, said Michael Stopka, committee chair for the shuttle bus
committee.

tions and approximately $400 to
fund travel of a student to the Illinois Board of Higher Education Student Advisory Council.

In other news

Senate bills
The senate voted unanimously
to approve an emergency legislation of $80 for advertising the
upcoming safety walk.
Three other bills were tabled
until next week's meetings where
they will be discussed and voted
on by the Student Senate. The
bills are as follows: a senate bylaw change to alter the wording
on quorum requirements, an executive rules document outlining
requirements for executive posi-

Emily Steele can be retlched
at easteele2@eiu.edu
or 581·7942.
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Eric Wilber, student executive
vice president, announced that
approximately 300 letters have
been turned in since the MAP
grant letter writing campaign began Monday.
Scherle reported that Panther
Nation has reached 400 members, and he expects them to
reach at least 500 by the end of
the semester.
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DAILY EDI TORIAL·
The daily editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board ofThe Daily
Eastern News.

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Sarah Ruholl

Ways to

cope with
being broke
I am broke. I mean really broke.
Odds are, you are as well. Nearly everyone is
these days. I still manage to live like a true college student, though. I just do it "on the cheap."
I've never been a fan of Ramen and the recession won't change that. But, there are plenty of
other inexpensive ways to eat.
My favorites are tomato soup, fried egg sandwiches and cereal. None of them cost more
than a dollar and each is enough to sustain me
for a day of classes, working for the newspaper
and my second job.
After the stress of the day is over, and there
is plenty of stress in my day, a cold beer or two
sounds incredible. And, wouldn't you know it,
Charleston has the perfect place for drinking on
a budget.
Bars like Mac's Uptowner have drink specials
seven nights a week. These can be ideal places to unwind after a hectic day and have a few
drinks with friends.
Wednesday is my favorite night to hit the
Towner, because it's Pabst Blue Ribbon pint
night, and PBR is the king of beers for the
broke. Plus, it's delicious.
There is more to life than just food and beer,
though. A student has to have some sort of
weekend entertainment.
This is where Charleston really excels.
Live music, generally for less than $5, can
be found at various bars and house parties all
around town. Both regional and local acts play
almost every weekend. Not to mention the occasional act in 7th Street Underground.
Eastern sporting events are free to students
and can provide a good afternoon's worth of
entertainment. There are still four home football games this year, and with tailgating and the
game itself, it's an entire day's worth of fun and
camaraderie with fellow students for free.
1hen the question comes up of what to wear.
This is something I constantly obsess over.
My budget and my urge to constantly revamp my wardrobe are depressingly mismatched but even this has some great solutions.
This summer, a good friend got married, and
not just any friend, he was my first kiss. So it
was very important to me rhat I look good at
the wedding but I didn't have the funds to buy
a new dress.
So, instead of shopping in a mall, I went
shopping in my friend's closet. I tried on several
dresses until I found one that was perfect.
I looked great and it didn't cost me a thing.
For a full-on wardrobe revamp, a clothingswap party is an excellent idea. Friends get together, each bringing clothes they no longer
wear, and trade them.
The Web site Planetgreen.discovery.com
suggests turning the swap into a real party.
Send out invitations to friends, serve food and
drinks, play some games and get some new (to
you) clothes.
To keep the party costs down, make it a potluck dinner and ask your friends to chip in for
drinks, because they are likely in the same tightbudget situation as you.
The party not only allows you to change up
your wardrobe, it is also a good excuse to weed
out pieces you no longer wear.
So, being broke isn't really that bad, you just
need to get creative 'Yith how you spend your
time and what little money you have.

Sarah Ruholl is a senior journalism mtVor
and can be r€ached ar .581-7942
or•.fJWopCnions@•gmaiLcom.
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New G.I. Bill offers student
veterans much-needed assistance
Any student entering college could easily find himself
struggling with the question of what to do with his life.
It is a period of transition. Entering college is taking a
large and conscious step toward adulthood.
What to do with your life? What to do with the education one stands to receive? And what to do with the endless possibilities laid out before you?
And, in this struggling economy, how to pay for it?
Now try to imagine all those questions and all those
difficulties and at the same time trying to readjust to life
outside of military life or, much worse, active combat.
1his is the problem that faces student veterans.
It is hard enough adjusting to college life and figuring out how to pay for an education without the unimaginable struggle that must come with simply trying to _readapt to life outside of the Armed Forces.
Student veterans can rest assured, however, that help
has come, at least financially, in the form of the Post-9/11
G.l. Bill.
According to a story in Friday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, the new bill will "cover 100 percent of tuition and fees for veterans who served at least three years
in the Armed Forces based on the highest undergraduate,
resident tuition rate for a public university in the state."
And according to www.newgibill.org/post_911_gi_
bill, to qualify for the lowest benefits, a veteran must have
served at least 90 days of active duty service post-Sept. 11,
or have served 30 days and was discharged because of a
service-connected injury or illness.
Those veterans who have served 90 days would be eligible for 40 percent of benefits; six cumulative months
would warrant 50 percent benefits; 12 months, 60 percent
benefits and so on and so on.
The new bill also allows for the transfer of education
benefits to a spouse or child, providing a veteran quali-

"Student
veterans
can rest
assured,
however,
that help
has come,
at least
financially,
in the form
of the Post9/ 11 G.I.

Bill."

fy for education benefits himself, have served at least six
years of active duty and agree to commit to four more
years of service, beginning August 2009.
But, ultimately, no matter the amount of time served or
conditions under which a veteran served, we at The DEN
feel no amount of monetary benefits could possibly benefit those who gave their time, energy, efforts and, far too
often, safety and well-being serving in the line of duty for
the United States.
In fact, we feel this update to the G.l. Bill is long overdue.
How could we, the un-enlisted masses, possibly repay
those who have so bravely fought over seas to protect the
ideals our country represents?
Regardless of political affiliation or views on the current
conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, those who have volunteered to serve and fight in the place of those of us who
would not deserve any and all assistance in gaining an education and establishing a life, post-combat.
A quote from President Franklin D. Roosevelt appears
at the top of the New G.I. Bill Web site. It states: "The
G.l. Bill gives emphatic notice to the men and women of
our armed forces that the American people do not intend
to let them down."
We couldn't agree more.
In this age where a disturbingly large number of our
veterans suffer from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
and far too many return only to find a life vastly different from the one they left behind, how can we as a nation do anything less than guarantee anything and everything needed for our veterans to secure a happy and productive life?
The Post-9/11 G.I. Bill is a great change and, while
perhaps overdue, one that may just help may back a fraction of the debt we owe our soldiers.

FROM THE EASEL

BIG EGO
steals the lime light
· ... again

ILLUSTRATI ON BY ALYCIA RO CKEY I THE DAILY EA STERN NEWS

BEST COMMENTS FROM THE WEB

Kanye, learn when
to shut up
Article posted on 9/16/09

Get p osted
Vsit dennews.com and
get 1nvolved in t he conversation.

"He's a low-life. It's
. unfortunate that the
spineles s , jelly fish
people t hat w ork in
the industry all just
stood back and let
this vermin pick on
a (19-.y ear-old) girl. If
'I I

you took the whole
room and added it
together, you might
hav e had enough
material to make half
a spine. They are
gutless little pansies."
Spaldy, 9/16/09
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DEBATES, from page 1
'

you have evidence for, etc."
Waller developed these rules wirh other
students in the graduate program he attended at Purdue University.
"If they're following thee rules, it is actually quite difficult to have a debate that descends into sort of a 'Rush Limbaugh' yelling
match," Waller said.
Morris's rule for in-class debates is not allowing students to turn it into a shourin g
match.
"I just don't allow screaming to go on,"
Morris said. "And they se~:m to respect my
authority in that role. I'm just the moderator.
It's their discussion. It's their class. They're
paying for it."
When a debate gets heated, some instructors, like Morris, let other students diffuse
the situation.
"The thing I've found interesting in class,
when somebody gets out of line, usually it's
self-policed," Morris said.

student to prove a point.
"'I here is a sense, in which, offending students is a good thing," Waller said. "When I
can't get a class to talk ro me, for example, I
will intentionally offend them because then
tht:y have to defend themselves."
'Ihe purpose for instructors allowing inclass debates and discussions is to prepare
them for the real world, Morris said. Stu
dents need to understand what other people's views are, but also be able to understand their own and be able to defend them,
he said. This is key to democracy, especially
when it comes to voting, he said.
Waller also believes that having in-class
debates prepares sn1dents for the real world.
"The world is very complex, and these
views are very complex," Waller said. "And
the philosophical problems are very complex. It's not 'all-or-nothing."'
Sarah jean Br~nahan can be reached

at 581·7942 orac sjbrcsnahan@eiu.cdll.

Offensive comments
On occasion, a debate will get intense to
the point where a student could possibly be
offended by a comment by the instructor or
by another student. However, Waller believes
that, in some situations, it's OK to upset a

For a more in-depth
story, go to

~~l:D~E~N~news.com

ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

laura Kirchner, junior mathematics major, studies physics in the red zone lounge of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center Wednesday afternoon.

ALCOHOL, from page 1
hit with a number of tickers. If the
party has a keg, the host can get a keg
violation ticker.
The host could also get charged with
selling alcohol without a license, and
selling to a minor. These three rickets

could total a $900 ticket.
Brad Tribble, the substance abuse
education coordinator, said "The Six
Pack's goal is to increase overall awareness about the cost and consequence of
alcohol."

This part of the series gave students,
like Sean Campos, freshman physical
education major, the opportunity to
learn how much money they spend on
alcohol.
Campos said he attended the event

because he wanted to learn how to balance his money when it came to alcohol.
The third part of the series will be
at 8 p.m. Sept. 23 in Lumpkin Auditorium. The topic is "Wasted Calories:

Think Before You Drink."
)on Vastych can be reached at
581 7942 or at DENnew!idesk@

ash Laundr·i -west Digital Equipment to save you money
Largest Washers and Dryers in Charleston

2Locations
Go Green and Save the Environment
The Greenest Laundry in Central Illinoi
1513 lOth Street Open 24 ho
Division & State Street 6am

INTRODUCING UNLIMITED EVERYTHING- all the minutes you can
talk, all the texting and data your thumbs can handle. The Pay
Forward plan gives you what you want without being tied down by a
contract or the hassle of a credit check. Add in phones for as little as a
penny and you get everything you ever wanted. In unlimited amounts.

gmClil.com.

CLASSIFIEDS
A For rent
like new 2007 50 cc motorbike. 250
miles, 80 mpg. $699 obo 217-6213957
- - - - - - - - - 9/17

~ Lost & found
LOST: Passport of India in a green
envelope. Please call603·715·7242
- - - - - - - - - 9/23

Q Help wanted
New store opening! Seeking PT, FT
and managers as Retail Showroom
Consultants. Family Journeys is seeking an experienced, dynamic leader
with excellent communication and
interpersonal skills, to drive sales in
our retail showroom at the Tanger
Outlet Mall. Sustainable and eco·
friendly products produced locally.
Send resume to: cass@familyjourneys.net
- - - - - - - - - 9/24
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No experience necessary, training provid·
ed. 1·800·965-6520, ext. 239.
- - - - - - - - 11/20
Survey takers needed. Make $5-$25
per survey. www.getpaidtothink.
com
- - - - - - - - - 12/14
Shot girl wanted at Icy Mug Friday
nights. Apply in person after 3 pm,
across from Fairgrounds.
____________ 00

~blessors
Spr. '1 0 sublessor wanted. Newly remodeled. 2br 1 bth. Close to campus. Water, laundry, tanning included. $425/mo. 217·294-3937.
- - - - - - - - - 9/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Furnished 2
BR/1 BA apartment on 1Oth. $425/
mo for single, $275 each for two.
Cable, internet, water, and trash in·
eluded. Available October 1. 618·
553-5601
9/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED, 2316 Woodfall
Dr. #21 B·A, University Village. $440/
mo. Call Jennifer 217·345-1400
- - - - - - - - - 9/30
Looking for sublessor for 1 BR in a 3
BR unit at University Village. 618401..()671
- - - - - - - - - 10/8
SUBLESSOR NEEDED and now
through next year 3 people to share
a 5 BR house at 731 4th St. INCLUDES WASHER/DRYER! $275 sin·
gle/mo.low utilities! 708·567·8420
____________ 00

*For rent
Fall '09: 3 bedroom home. Washer/
Dryer, trash, and lawn included. No
pets. $275/person/month. 345·5037.
www.chucktownrentals.com
----------9/18
Large house for rent. 7 bedrooms, 4
available. Great common areas, storage. $395/mo. pays everything (utilities, wifi, free laundry). 217-496·
3084.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9122

Hallberg Rentals renting 2,3,4,5, and
6 bedroom houses for the 20102011 school year. Call Cathy at 217254-1311.orTom at 708-772-3711
for more Information. www.hallber·
grentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/28
3 bedroom townhouse all new. 630.
505-8374
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1

___________00

www.eiprops.com

3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS- AVAIL
NOW- 2 BR UNF APT W/ STOVE, RE·
FRIG, MICROWAVE. TRASH PD. $425
MO www.CharlestoniLApts.com Ph.
348·7746

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

One & Two BR Apts. in charleston.
No deposit required. Limited time
only. 246·7963

__________ oo

Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 Royal
Heights and Park Place www.tricountymg.com office: 71 S Grant Ave
#101 Mon.·Fri.1-4pm348-1479

___________ oo

Great Apt. for one. Great location,
Great deal. Very large. Call or text
217-273·2048

Phone:217·581·2812
Fax:21~581 ·2923
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A For rent

_A!'or rent

*For rent

fer roommate matching and a shuttle service to campus. PETS WEL·
COME!!! Call us today at 345-1400 or
visit our website at www.universi·
tyvillagehousing.com

ties, mowing and trash included, affordable rates, off-street parking.
Complete viewing at www.blhi.org
or call 217-273·0675 Locally owned,
24/7 maintenance, no pets.
___________________00
www.ppwrentals.com
_________________00
Stop by or call Lincolnwood-Pinetree Apartments for your 2 and 3
bedroom apartments. Rent you can
afford and you can wall< to campus!
Call 345-6000 or stop by 2219 9th
Street #17 or email us at: lincpineapts@Consolidated.net
___________________00

___________00
Very Nice 4 bedroom house. Available Aug. Full basement, custom
kitchen, OW, laundry. Across the
street from campus. Carport. No
pets. 345-7286. www.jwilliamsren·
tals.com

____________________00

3 or 6 bedrooms! Duplex can be
rented as one house. Or 2 apart·
ments. Close to EIU. Very nice. AC,
Low utilities. No pets. 345-7286
www.jwilliamsrentals.com

___________________ oo

Extra nice apts. Close to EIU 1 & 2
bdrm, includes parking, wireless,
trash pickup. Avail June or August.
From $250 per person. Locally
owned, locally managed. No pets.
345·7286 www.jwilliamsrentals.
com

___________________ 00

For lease Fall '09: 2 BR duplex. CIA,
W/0, 10 1/2 mo. lease, efficient utili·

HOMES, DUPLEXES, 4, 3, or 6 Bedrooms. BUZZARD 1 BLOCK. W/0,
CIA, 4 Bedroom with 2 Baths 345·
3253
_________________ 00
HOMES: 5,4 & 3 Bedrooms, Campus
1 Block. W/0, CIA. 0/W 2 Baths. 345·
3253

__________________ oo

Properties available on 7th St.: 5 & 6
Bedroom Houses, 4 Bedroom Apartment, and studios, most utilities
paid. Call217-728·8709.

___________________oo
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.COM

___________________oo

WWWJBAPARTMENTS.COM

___________________00

"GET GROOVIN' ON YOUR AUGUST
MOVE-IN! Have you ever dreamed
of living somewhere peaceful and
prestigious yet full of entertainment
and recreation? Is having your own
personal full bathroom and walk-in
closet something you thought lm·
possible? Campus Pointe offers 2 &
3 bedroom apartments starting at
$415 per person. FREE internet, cable TV with HBO, water and trash re·
moval. Electric allowance for each
apartment. 24 hour fitness center
and computer lab. Free tanning facility and media lounge with 3 flat
screen TVs and Wii. Outdoor track,
sand volleyball, two basketball
courts and much more! Roommate
matching service offered. Call 3456001 or visit www.apartmentseiu.
com."

___________________ 00

OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4

*For rent
LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM. 345·
6533
___________________00
FALL09-10: 1, 2&3 BR.APTS. WATER
& TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF
OFF-STREET PARKING. BUCHANAN
ST. APTS. CALL 34S-1266.

___________________ 00

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345·2363.

___________________oo

Wow! 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom apts. Fall
201 0. Excellent location, nothing but
the best! 348..()673

___________________ 00

Rent today, clean, nice, 3 bedroom
by Buzzard 348..()673

___________________ 00

hjCampus clips
Going to Family Fun Festival? Do
you have a car? Do you need a ride?
Be at the East door of Buzzard, 9th
Street side at North end where turn
around is, at 7:45 a.m. on Saturday,
September 19, 2009.
- - - - - - - - - - 9/17

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Driftwood Apt. for rent 2 BR. WID in·
eluded, privacy deck, 1 year lease.
276-4S09 or 345-2802.

No. 0813

00

ACROSS

Apartments on the square. Efficlen·
cy 1 and 2 bedrooms $37S·SSOO. Call
234-7368. NO security deposit Re·
qui red with approved application.

1

__________00

4

3 BEDROOM SPECIAL! At Campus
Pointe you'll find the best living experience in Charleston. For a limited
time you and a friend can get a 3
bedroom/3 bathroom apartment for
2 people! Every unit comes with
walk-in closets, washer & dryer, dishwasher, microwave, and plenty of
lighting. You'll also enjoy that we in·
elude all your utilities. We also provide a tanning facility, media lounge,
fitness center, computer lab, and
lots of outdoor recreatlon. All of this
is just $519 per person! If you're just
looking for yourself our regular 3
bedroom apartment starts at $415.
Call 217-345-6001 or visit apartmentseiu.com for more details.

8

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1 bedroom apartment close to campus. Heat, water, parking and trash
included. 345-6533.

00

---------GOING FAST!!! We have sold out of
our 1 bedroom Apartments and the
2, 3, and 4 Bedroom homes are go·
ing really quick!! Remember, we
sold out last year, and don't want
you to miss the opportunity to live in
LUXURY! Living at University village
you will enjoy FREE tanning beds, a
fitness center and game room, fully
furnished duplexes and homes with
up to 1600 sq. ft. FREE cable, FREE
water, FREE Internet, FREE trash and
up to $200 electric allowance. Our
residents love the full size washer
and dryer, dishwasher and the
queen size beds that each home
comes with. It's your choice ... 10 or
12 month individual leases! We of-

13

14
15
16
1a

19

20
21
22

25
27

2a

3o
31
32

"A peculiar sort
of a gal," in song
Muddy
Themed events
Actor Tognazzi
of "La Cage aux
Folies"
Seaside raptor
Allen Iverson's
teammates till '06
Ingredient in
some gum
Gossip
Request that
often follows
"Please"
Inceptions
Chow
Oscar Wilde or
Bill Maher, for
example
Some car roofs
Like some
announcements
that have been
lost
Sister who's won
the U.S. Open
three times
Grafton's "_ for
Innocent"
Curly shape
Starts of some
games ... and of
the answers to
16-, 22-, 48 and
56-Across?

36
39
40

44
47
48
51
s2
53
55
s6
57
5a
59
6o
61
62

R.B.I. producer,
sometimes: Abbr.
Holder of le tr6ne
Minnesota
college
"Hold on!"
Hot, after "on"
Like some
passes
Mambo king
Puente
Contravenes
They give you
control
Fang
Cedar and
hemlock
Lightly sprayed
Mathematician
Post or Artin
Riddle-me-_
Foreign thoughts
Kind of column
New Left org.
DOWN

2
3
4

5
6

Hackneyed
movie endings
Perturb
G.P.S. device,
e.g.
Part of AARP:
Abbr.
Small African
antelope
"Back_" (1974
Genesis song)

PUZZLE BY PATRICK MCINTYRE
7

8

9
10

11

12
15

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

17
20

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

on-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

23

Family name of
about 15% of
Koreans
Big bomb
Runs out
Having a
dividing wall, in
biology
Locks
Map abbr. until
1991
TV Guide info
How many
writers work
Buck_, first
black coach in
Major League
Baseball (Cubs,
1962)
Opening

24

26
29

33

34

35
36

37

38
41

Patriot's
concerns, briefly
_-Cat
What
mach meters
measure
Songs from rosycheeked singers,
maybe
Moms and dads
belong to it: Abbr.
Rather
Bad record, for
short
Not a long-term
solution
Certain plate
Overstays?

42

43

45

46

49
so

s4

s5

56

Not the same
anymore
Gets ready to
brush, maybe
This evening, on
posters
Organic
compounds with
nitrogen
Step heavily (on)
Start of a
counting rhyme
Like Clark Kent's
manner
Third year in the
reign of Edward
the Elder
Corp. honcho

For answers, call1-9()()-285-5656, $1.49 a minute: or, with a credit card, 1-BOD-814·
5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-888·7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386to download puzzles, or visit nytilnes.corn/
mobilexword lor more information.
Online subscriptions: Today"s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.
com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nylimes.com/Wordplay.
Crosswords ,foJ you~g splvers: nytimes.com/learping/)\Wor~.
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Top left: The volleyball team
practices on the new floor
in Lantz Arena. Bottom left:
The word 'Panthers' was
painted on the halo surrounding home plate at
Coaches Stadium. Right: The
new scoreboard at O'Brien
Field was partially funded
by Pepsi.

Athletic areas receive upgrade
By Collin Whitchurch and

Dan Cusack
Sports Editor and Assistant

Sports Editor
Mark Bonnstetter, senior associate
athletic director; had one goal for anyone walking around the athletic facilities nor only inside Lantz Arena, but all
of the sports fields that surround ir.
"I wanted people to say '1his looks
nice. It looks like a modern athletics facility,"' Bonnstetter said. "I think we
have accomplished that."
The athletic department has added
major upgrades this past summer, including a new video scoreboard for the
football and track reams, a brand new
floor for Lantz Arena, a home plate halo
for Coaches Stadium, locker room upgrades for the women's sports teams and
fencing for baseball, softball and soccer.
"I think, obviously, that the opportunity to generate corporate income is
extremely important," said Athletic Director Barbara Burke. "And in order to
sustain it, we also feel it's imporrant to
create an atmosphere that people want
to come to. An environment people enjoy coming to."

Video scoreboard
The major upgrade to O'Brien Stadium is a 45 foot wide, 28 foot tall,
Dakrronics scoreboard that will be used
for football games, Eastern men's and
women's track meets as well as the IIJinois High School Boys and Girls Outdoor Track State Championships.
According to Burke, the scoreboard
itself cost $458,000. It was paid for
with private resources and $250,000
from the contract with Pep~>i.
"One thing about the board is that
it is a revenue producer," Burke said.
"We're able to sell the static panels, the
six static panels up on the board and
gaining contracts for those increase our
corporate revenue by 15 percent in one
year."
The athletic department has not sold
in-game commercial advertising videos
on the board yet, but Bonnstetter said
he is sure they will in the future.
"One of my goals when I came in
here was to create a Division I environment," Burke said. "The scoreboard is
a step in that direction. Not only does
it benefit football, but it benefits track
and other activities we might bring in
here."
WEIU runs the scoreboard at

games.
"We're very pleased with our partnership with WEIU and they are helping
with production of the board," Burke
said. "It opened up some avenues with
WEIU and they are getting experience
with something like that."
Bonn)tetter said there will be another edition to O'Brien Field soon, which
he did not disclose.

New floor in Lantz Arena
The depanment added a new playing surfuce to the floor of Lantz Arena,
whic!t was installed during the summer
py Connor Sports Flooring, which designs and installs floors for the NCAA
Final Four.
Bonnsterrer said the athletic department had been planning on the new
floor for many months after finding
problems wirh the exisring floor.
"Visually, the paint was chipping,"
Bonnstetter said. "We saw some problems. We investigated the sub-flooring
and found some spots had been rotten.
One thing led to another and we decided we needed a new floor."
Neither Burke or Bonnstetter said
they knew how much the floor cost,
but Burke said it was paid for through

an insurance project.
The paint job is similar to last season's in that the panther at center court
is black and its mouth faces north. The
main differences are that the words
'Eastern Illinois' and 'Panthers' along
the baselines are black and the lane under the basket is not painted. Outside
the lane, inside the three-point line, is
white as opposed to blue last season.
Eastern women's basketball coach
Brady Sallee said the new floor is firstclass and will only benefit the team.
"It helps us from a recruiting standpoint," Sallee said. "It will make playing
easier on our athletes with less pressure
on their joints."

Home plate halo
Coaches Stadium added a halo
around home plate.
The halo spells out 'Panthers' in blue
letters outlined in white.
Bonnstctter said the idea for the halo
started last fall. He said the Eastern
baseball coaches thought it would enhance the stadium.
"We looked into it and that was a
problem area with the turf," Bonnstetter
said. "We decided to put it in and I
think it will be a good investment."

Burke said they budgeted fur the halo
within operations and it cost $10,000.

Fences
Lakeside Soccer Fidd, Coaches Stadium and Williams Softball Field all
received new fencing, as well as a new
gate entrance between Lakeside Field
and Coacl1es Stadium.
Bonnstetter said the fences were
needed because they were bent, rusted
and did not look good. "We wanted it
to look nice and like a more modern facility,.. he said.

Locker rooms
One of the main focuses for the athletic department was to upgrade facilities for the women's sports teams. They
have already finished renovating the
volleyball locker rooms, and the women's basketball renovation should be
done by next week.
Bonnstetter said the next step, or
"phase two," will be to convert a locker
room shared by three teams into a separate locker room for each team.
Dan Cusack anti Collin
Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7944 or DENsportsdesk@

j
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Huber, Kehrer help teams
advance to MILB playoffs
Eastern baseball alumni Erik Huber and Tyler Kehrer have helped
lead their Minor League teams into
their respective league's Championship Series, which both started this
week.
Huber, a 2007 graduate, is in the
Pittsburgh Pirates' farm system playing for the Lynchburg Hillcats. His
team started the Carolina League
Championship Series Monday.
Kehrer, a 2009 graduate, is with
theOrem Owlz, a minor league affiliate for the Los Angeles Angels. His
team is currently playing the Mis-

soula Osprey in the Pioneer League
playoffs.

Men's golf finishes fourth
The Eastern men's golf team finished in fourth place at the Wasiota Winds Fall KickoffTuesday, hosted by Ohio Valley Conference rival
Morehead State.
The Panthers had three players finish in the Top-20, led by senior Matt
Bird, who shot a one-under 215.
- Compiled by Spores Editor
Collin Whitch11rch

SHINES, from page 8
this obstacle soon enough."
Heading into the rest of the 2009
season, Williams said he is focused
on continuing his strong performances.
"As long as our offensive line conti-nues to block like they have, we

should continue our success back
into the playoffs and hopefully the
championship," Williams said.
Neil Sch11eider can be reached
ar 581· 79-.J.l or
jnst:hneider@·e iu.cdll.

On dennews.com/sports today

Men's Soccer: Team takes advantage of days off

Top Cat

VIEWS

Mon Williams, junior running back

Alex McNamee

Team finds
success with
new faces
The Eastern women's soccer team has already
reached the win mark from last year - three. Ar
3-2-2, the Panthers have looked impressive. So,
what's been the difference?
There have been live vital pieces to the puzzle
- one coach and four newcomers. With these
five, everything about the team has.changed.
Last season, Easrern was coached by Tim
Nowak and finished 3-14-2. Only nine goals were
scored the enrire season and Eastern only averaged
nine shotS per game.
This season is a whole new story. Eastern has
nine goals in irs firsr seven matches with an average
of 11 shotS per game. Also, they have a new coach
-Summer Perala.
Although it's early in the season, the players have
immediarely felt the presence of their new coach.
"We have more suppon from our coaches than
last year," red-shirr freshman forward Ashley Srrcid

said.
Attending the games, ir is immcdiarcly recognizable the kind of support Streid was talking
about. Perala is having a lasting influence from the
bench.
- She shours adjustmentS to the players on the
field, encourages them to do better and work harder, and even becomes a thorn in the referee.' sides
so rhe girls do not have ro. Perala sticks up for her
players.
Even her halftime speeches are making a difference. In Friday's game against Iowa Stare, Srreid
mentioned that Perala's halfrime speech pumped
her up ro play harder.
Vocally, Perala has made a big difference; bur,
physically, four others have found success.
Srreid has been on the team for two years, but
this is the first season she's been able to play because of an ACL injury she suffered last year. She's
the fourth -leading scorer on the team, and is tied
for the ream leader in goals with two.
Speed h. been another bonus Streid has
brought to l1e team. As a forward, she has been
able to outrun opposing defenders and get off 14
shots this S(.';l~On.
Another newcomer, freshman midfidder Kris·
tin Gt:rmann, has been a big-time impact player
for E.1Stern. She leads the team in pointS with six,
one away from reaching the ream-high from last
season; also, Germann has scored twice and given
up the ball for rwo assists.
Freshman midfielder Jessie Morgan, and freshman defender Kayla Doran have a!so contributed
a lot. Morgan is tied for the team-leader in assists
with two.
With the coach instilling confidence, and the
freshmen becoming consistent contributors, the
resulrs of this season have no limirs. There are new
faces in Eastern women's soccer, and they're doing
incredible thin~.
Alex McNamee can be reaclted at
581·7944 or admcnamee·B ci11.edu.
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Junior running back Mon Williams sits in the stands of O'Brien Field Wednesday after practice. Williams, who t ransferred from Florida this year
and is originally from Texas, ran for 113 yards and two touchdowns in Saturday's 31-0 victory over Indiana State in Terre Haute, Ind.

Shining like the Florida sun
Junior comes
back from torn
ACL, dominates
early in season
By Neil Schneider

Staff Reporter
Much like other translu students, junior running back Mon
Williams did not know' what to
expect when he first arrived ar
Eastern's campus.
After rraveling to campus and
having numerous conversations
with fellow running back Chevon
Walker, Williams decided to make
the transfer from Florida, where
he had been part of two National Championship reams in 2006
and 2008.
"(Walker) and I h ad a lot of
long talks about coming to Eastern and p laying football," Williams said. "He rold me that EIU
had a lot of good coaches and
they had a ded ication to running
the ball, so from there I just de-

cided to give it a shot."
The Word on Williams
Since arriving at Eastern, Williams has already scarred to make
his presence known. •
Position: Runnrng back
Through the first two games of
In your program: No. 7
the season Williams has accumuHelght:6-2
Welght:220
lated 200 total rushing yards on
Class: Junior
31 carries, which is an average of
Hometown: Mesquite, Texas
6.5 yards per carry.
Major: Anthropology
Williams has also scored three
touchdowns, including a seasonlong run of 54 yards in Saturday's the depth chart," Spoo said. "His
victory against Indiana State.
hard work and work ethic, comDespite his strong numbers, bined with his willingness to
Eastern offensive coordinator Roy learn have allowed him to progWirtke believes Williams' skills ress as quick as he has."
will continue tO grow.
Even though Williams has had
"(Williams) has a great combi- success in the first two games of
nation of size and speed," Wirtke the 2009 season, rh ings have not
said. "He's our most physical run- always been smoorh for him.
ner to date and he does a great
ln 2007, w hile auending Florijob of breaking tackles and get- da, Williams suffered a torn ACL
ring extra yards after contact."
.that sidelined him for rhe entire
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo 2007 season.
has especially been imp ressed
Williams - a 6-foor-2, 220with Williams' work ethic.
pound junior, said he was disap"When (Williams) first came pointed by how th ings ended in
to EIU, he was down at the bot- 2007, but it gave h im motivatom of the depth chart at running tion to come back and be stronback and now he is at the to p of ger than ever.

Accomplishment,
Won two National Champ ion ships with Florida (2006, 2008).
No. 16 ran ked run ning back in
the nation out of high school.
No. 9 high school prospect In
Texas.
"My ACL injury taught me
how to work harder," Williams
said.
He said he went through an intense rehab process that included strength training of his ACL,
as well as quad extensions, squats
and foorwork drills.
Even though he was immersed
in his rehab p rocess, Williams
said he received the biggest motivarion from his mother, Dec
Smith.
"My mom called me every day
and told me to pray and remain
positive," Williams said. "She told
me rhat everything happens for a
reason and th at I will overcome
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EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULES

Women's Soccer

M&W Cross Country

Men 's Soccer

Volleyball

Football

Friday at Illinois State
4 p.m. - Bloomington-Normal

Friday at Illinois Intercollegiate
4:30 p.m.- Normal

Friday vs. Stony Brook
5 p.m.- Evansville, Ind.

Friday vs. Jacksonville State
7 p.m. -Jacksonville, Ala.

Saturday vs. Southeast Missouri
6 p.m.- Cape Girardeau. Mo.

NATIONAL SPORTS
MLB
Milwaukee at Cubs
1 :10 p.m. on WGN

MLB
White Sox at Seattle
5:40 p.m. on CSN

WNBA
Playoffs: Conference semifinals
6 p.m. on ESPN2

College Football
Georgia Tech at Miami (FL)
6:30 p.m. on ESPN

WNBA
Playoffs: Conference semifinals
8 p.m. on ESPN2

For mo re
please see
~luponrhers.

com
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Minorities... More than race & gender

LATINO HERITAGE TAKES CENTER STAGE
MULTI-CULTURAL CENTER
CELEBRATES LATINO
STUDENTS HISTORIES
BY ANGELICA MOORE
STAFF REPORTER

Students and faculty will have
the opportunity to enjoy music and
food, and meet fellow students and
faculty while experiencing the Hispanic culture during the Latin American Heritage Month Banquet.
The banquet is a big part of Eastern's celebration of Latin American
Heritage Month, which starts September 15 and ends Oct. 15. It is a
time to recognize the independence
of five Latin American countries:
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, and Nicaragua. The banquet has been an exciting and uplifting part of Eastern since 1991.

From a performance, music and
food, Juanita Cross, recruitment/retention coordinator of Minority Affairs gave her thoughts on the banquet.
"It's the main event or kick off for
the month and a very exciting event
for the whole community."
There are usually about 200
people in attendance. Last year at
the Latino Heritage Month banquet,
there was a performance by Hector
Silveira y su Orquestra, "the young
voice of Cuban music". The orchestra
performed a variety of music including salsa, son, and guaracha, Cuban
style with merengue, cha-cha-cha,
and many other styles.

"LATINO"
CONTINUES
ON PAGE 3

Students smile for the camera and celebrate last year's Latino Heritage Month Banquet,
about Latinos' culturaf pasts, in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. Union.

SUBMilTED BY MINORITY AFFAIRS
Last year's banquet featured musical entertainment from Hector Silverra y su Oquestra.
The sounds of Cha-Cha, merengue and other Latino music filled the Grand Ballroom.

What 'minority' means to Eastern community
STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF DISCUSS
THE DEFINITION OF A
HEAVY TERM
BY LAMAR HOLLIDAY
STAFF REPORTER

Some people may define
minority as just being skindeep, but Eastern's minority
organizations and advisers
want people to know it is
more than just what is seen
on the outside.
Mona Davenport, director of Minority Affairs, feels
it is her job to make sure mi-

nority campus organizations
aren't defined by race, but
rather their purpose, which
is to educate those of the dif- "WE DO NOT PROGRAM FOR A SPECIFIC
ferent backgrounds and tra- RACE OR ETHNICITY~WE PROGRAM
ditions.
"We do not program for SO THE CAMPUS WILL LEARN ABOUT
a specific race or ethnicity,"
she said. "We program so the DIFFERENT CULTURES THEY ARE NOT
campus will learn about dif- FAMILIAR WITH:'
ferent cultures they are not
familiar with."
-MONA DAVENPORT, DIRECTOR OF MINORITY AFFAIRS
On EIU's campus, there
are minority organizations
representing many of the
campus' different minority Latin American Student Or- fined as "a group of people or
groups, such as Black Stu- ganization, and others.
things that is a small part of
dent Union, EIU Pride, EIU _ According t0 the Encarta a much larger group." Sorn.e
Indian Students Association, Dictionary, minority- is de- people may think the word

"minority" with bad connotation can be a good or bad
word, but it is all about how
you perceive it.
"It can be a misused
term," said Janice Collins,
assistant professor of the
journalism and adviser for
the National Association
Black Journalist student
chapter. ''There are pros and
cons to being a minority."
Dr. Collins said the word
is less than status quo. Af-

".DEFINITION"
CONTINUES
·· · · ON PAGE 3
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A

day at Panther.p alooza

BY STEPHEN TYLER
STAFF REPORTER

It's 4 p.m. and you
are finished with class, so
what do you do next?
For many students, the
answer is to study, go to
work, or attend meetings,
or sometimes, all of the
above.
However, there
are those who are
hardly involved in any
organizations.
It is understood
that work is important,
but if one doesn't have
a busy schedule they
should get involved
on campus as much as
possible. Pantherpalooza
was a buffet filled with

numerous organizations
on campus that offered
membership for those who
cared to join.
The event began at
10 a.m. and lasted until 2
p.m.
There was over a
score of organizations
that all provided a
chance for students to
commit themselves to
something other than
their schoolwork. There
were community service
organizations such as
Habitat for Humanity,
Alpha Phi Omega, and
the Mrican Students
Association.
Each of these service
organizations extended
their arms to students

RASHID A LYLES-COWAN

Black Entertainment
Television affects
popUlation all over
United States
MINORITY TODAY: STAFF
Editor in Chief: Spenser Nobles
Managing Editor: Krystal Maya
Staff Reporters:
Angelica Moore
Bob Bajek
Tresier Williams
Rashida Lyles -Cowan
Stephen Tyler
Zinika Livingston
Dana Jackson

who wish to give back to
sororities devoted to
society, and help those in
the development of
need of assistance.
Mrican American women
Also on the tour of
and donating to the
organizations, there were
community.
dance organizations such
Among the males there
as Rhythm and X-tacy, and were Kappa Alpha Psi,
Jolie Dance Troupe.
and Phi Beta Sigma, two
Each dance
organizations whose goals
organization was holding
are similar to that of the
try outs and encouraged
sororities.
those who think that they
Also on our adventure
had some majestic moves
we come across team
to try out for the dance
organizations such as
team.
lacrosse.
Moving along on
There truly was a wide
variety of organizations
our organization safari
we have the various
at the 'palooza, each
bringing its own unique
Mrican American Greek
contribution to the
Organizations.
There were Delta
campus and society as a
whole. There was even an
Sigma Theta, and
Zeta Phi Beta, two
organization that offered

BET reaches 62-4 million households
in the U.S.
That number would suggest that the
BET channel is full of programs with
substance. This is not the case.
Not pnly does BET affect households,
but also today's youth. Children are the
future, so it can be said that BET is not·
only affecting the present, but the future
as well.
Viewers might have noticed the
changes that BET has made over the
years. For example, BET has cut its
airing of the news, a show that had
substance.
The news shows signified that
Mrican Americans had opportunities
in journalism and media and were not
limited to sports, singing, acting, etc.
The BET website does have the latest
news links, but this news is not on
scheduled television programming.
Also, it seems as if BET is just the
Black version of Music Television. Every
show that MTV has, BET seems to mimic
it, but adds more drania.
For example: Baldwin Hills vs. The
Hills, College Hill vs. The Real World,
and 106th and Park vs. Total Request
Live. Can BET come up with something
original?
Although BET has specials that air
occasionally, along with Gospel Sunday
which follows early morning religious
programming, why are these shows
programmed to be specials and for
Suridays instead of being regulars? What
happened to tradition, values, morals,
etc?
J anita Patrick, a fictional character
created by journalist Zettler Clay, felt
urged to reach out to Debra Lee and BET
after watching the 2009 BET Awards.
She emphasizes how her peers degrade
women, lack a drive for education, and
wear sagging pants, along with the
teachers telling students theiF actions
are similar to the people portrayed in
BET shows.
Patrick said people that watch BET

students the chance to get
a sneak peak at Hollywood
by holding try outs for
those who sought to
pursue an opportunity to
act, sing, dance, or write a
script.
Oh the organizations
one could join if only
they would try! Joining
organizations on campus
is more than being
involved. It is the process
of preparing one's self for
a career while developing
leadership skills, assisting
those in need and sharing
one's gifts for the world to
witness and admire.
Stephen Tyler can be
reached at styler@eiu.edu or
581-7942.

network are not intelligent enough to
discern foolishness from substance.
Teenagers are the main viewers with
impressionable minds.
Television has a great deal of power,
and it is set up that way, so they can
keep their viewers in tune with the
station.
Furthermore, media is not only
source of power but also public figures.
Public figures or icons have played a
part in the way people are starting to
change. For example, the music industry
produces the catchy song that every
one loves but what makes this okay
to degrade women, talk about drugs,
violence, etc.
What messages are music icons along
with BET trying to put forth?
These examples I have named are
only half of what is evident and what is
forthcoming for the African American
future.
A more powerful force contradicts
all of the values that grandparents and
parents have tried to instill in their
children: the media.
Unfortunately, like other venues,
BET airs what sells.
However if people took a stand in
improving what is aired and played,
I'm sure artists would follow suit.
This message is not only about the
children, this is affecting everyone and
it has become a reflection on African
Americans young and old.
I would assume that if you asked
the Obama family if they encourage
these forms of media in their homes
around their children the answer would
probably be no.
You can be successful, attractive,
funny, etc. without embarrassing our
culture and population. It's time for
change and to start making a difference.
The question is: are you willing to take a
stand?
Rash ida Lyles-Cowan can be reached at
rnlylescowan@eiu.edu or 581-7942.
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The·art of in hu mane hy pocrisy
ARTICLE PORTRAYS
NEGATIVE THOUGHTS
ABOUT MUSEUM
BY BOB BAJ EK
STAFF REPORTER
Shattered dishes in Jewish homes
during WW II.
Mrs. Butterworth's, Aunt Jemima
and other food products with racial
undertones.
A painting that depicts the Stonewall
riots.
These images and others were seen
at Eastern's Museum of Oppression,
a visual and auditory experience that
showed how social and racial minorities
have been oppressed throughout
history.

Mark Hudson, director of Housing
and Dining, said this event was an open
forum ofideas where university students
could get a broader prospective about
life that would open discussion.
A few days later, that discussion
was opened in a negative article about
the museum written by Erich Gliebe,
chairman of The National Alliance.
What Gliebe opened was a Pandora's
Box of polar ideas that will grapple
for the reader's opinion on what is the
current race relations in America.
In the Feb. 7 article titled, Museum
of Oppression Returns to EIU, Gliebe
criticized the event as being subversive
propaganda to disregard the white race.
Gliebe wrote how the museum's
Race Machine, a device that changes a
student's face into six different races,
weakens white students positive racial
identity.

Alliance member Don Smith agreed
with that statement.
"What I see in is a broader movement
by education and the media to criticize
the heritage of white males," Smith said.
"We are considered to be homophobic,
sexist, patriarchal, racist, anything that
is considered negative today, we are the
cause of that.
"All races have been a part of
atrocities, and I think the white race gets
its fair share of criticism."
Quiana St one, chair of the social
justice and diversity committee of
Housing and Dining, said that the
museum does not focus on these
accusatory issues.
"The Museum of Oppression, more
often than not, has the majority of the
exhibits affecting more than just one
group of people," Stone said. "Of course,
there are some that are really speci6c.

"We talk about body image, that
is more of a humanistic thing. We talk
about ablism and homelessness, which
are across the board. There was also a
veterans experience with all people of
different backgrounds shown. n
Hudson said Smith and Gliebe have
a right to their way of thinking, even if
he does not agree with their position.
"He is entitled to his own opinion,"
Hudson said of Gliebe's article. "I think it
is great for him to have his own opinion.
What we do as a department is we try
to do programs that make people aware
of different perspectives so people can
make up their own minds instead of us
changing their minds. n
Bob Bajek can be reached at
587-7942 or rtbajek@eiu.edu.

Hispanic Heritage Month. kicks off on campus
look forward to the events and show
their support every year," Cross said.
The purpose of Hispanic Heritage
Month is to celebrate and share t he
cont ributions and issues of Latinos
to the entire community, increasing
BY DANA JACKSON
cultural awareness.
STAFF REPORTER
"We accomplish this by offering
different presentations, workshops,
Last, year's theme for National and films throughout the month,"
Heritage Month was "Getting Involved: Cross said.
Hispanic Heritage Month stands
Our Families, Our Community,
Our Nation." This year's theme for out from the other organizations,
Hispanic Heritage Month is "United because Latino Heritage Month
planning begins the preceding
in Diversity."
January.
Juanita
Cross,
minority
Members of the committee
recruitment/retention coordinator of
Minority Affairs, said she is pleased come from across campus and the
that the Latino Heritage Month community.
According
to
Cross,
their
Committee chose this as the theme.
contributions
are
what
make
the
"I think this is an important
theme. Latinos can come from any calendar so successful year after year.
number of different countries and Veronica Contreras, a senior Spanish
are quite diverse," Cross said. "Each education major, said Hispanic
country is different with its own Herit age Month is one of very few
individual culture, cuisine, and cultural events at Eastern.
"Since there is such a small Latino
background. However, we arc united
by our language and history. I think population on campus," Contreras
said, "it allows you to get involved and
the theme fits this relationship well."
Hispanic Heritage Month was meet new people."
Doris Nordin, campus minister
established at Eastern in 1991.
"It has been very successful since of Newman Catholic Center, said the
then. Our campus and community Latino presence reminds everybody of

the Latino culture here in the United
States and at Eastern.
"It reminds the Latino people how
to embrace each other and recognize
their culture, that they've brought to
the United States and who they are as
Latinos," Nordin said.
"The Latino Heritage Month
Banquet event is what I'm looking
forward to the most," said Cross. "I
am looking forward to the banquet,
the highlight of the month. I enjoy
seeing everyone from the campus and
community during this official kickoff
to the month."
The banquet will feature a
perfoqnance by DOIS NO CHORO.
Cross said they always try to

LATINO, page 1
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THIS YEAR'S EVENT
TO BE TITLED
'UNITED IN DIVERSITY'

This year, there will be a performance by Dois No Choro, a
duet. Dois No Choro means "Two
in Choro" in Portuguese.
The performers, Julie Koidin
and Paulinho Garcia, have performed traditional choro and contemporary choro.
Other styles have also been
performed by the duet including
samba, frevo and bossa nova.
According to their Web site,
they have performed in concerts
and recorded two COs, one of
which was in the first round nominations of the 2003 Latin Grammy Awards.
There will also be a variety of
Spanish music played by a disc
jockey, as well as good performances and music.
There will also be great food.

"It reminds the Latino people how to embrace
each other and recognize their culture, that
they've brought to the United States and who
they are as Latinos:'
-DORIS NORDIN, CAMPUS MINISTER OF NEWMAN CATHOLIC

The food served will be representDr. Collins said the word is less
ing five Latin-American coun- than status quo. After speaking with
tries.
her, she gave insight on not only how
The menu includes Columbian she perceives the word, but how othChicken with red peppers, Cheese ers familiarize themselves with it.
Enchiladas, Costa Rican Gallo
To find out what people think of
Pinto (beans and rice), Guatema- , the word on campus, she said there
Ian Stuffed Cucumbers, Mexican should be a true census of students
potatoes and chorizo, Chilean To- and their understanding on minority
mato and Onion Salad and Triple since many people have their own
Berry Flan for dessert.
definition outside the dictionary beThe Latino Heritage Banquet cause of their own life experiences.
will take place on Sept. 18, in the
She said people should not label
Grand Ballroom ofthe MLK Union themselves as a minority because of
at 6:oopm.
what the dictionary says, but be you
and be proud of your heritage.
Angelica Moore can be reached
"I think it's OK to be proud of
at 581-7942 or armoore2@eiu. who you are without oppressing othedu.
ers," Dr. Collins said. ''I'm proud of
what the Office of Minority Affairs is
doing with educating and informing
others about the diversity in their
backyard."

I

choose menu items from different
Latin American Countries.
Cross said the best thing about
Latino Heritage month is the different
events/presentations. I tgives everyone
many options to participat e this year.
"We hope to have something that
will interest everyone."
Other activities within the monthlong celebration include salsa dance
lessons, a film ("Calavera Highway"),
and presentations on a variety of
topics.
Dana Jackson can be reached at
581-7942 or dajackson@eiu.edu.

Justin Schuch, a student affairs
graduate student, said he thinks of
something different when he thinks
about minority.
"I think of oppression," he said.
"People·are so focused on the group
than individuality."
Schuch said it is about the individuality. He said people should not
look at a person because they are
black, a woman or gay, but understand the person for who they are.
Everyone is going be a minority, no
matter who you are.
"At one point or another, everyone is going to be put in a minority and when that happens, you'll be
able to understand the meaning."
Lamar Holliday can be reached at
581-7942 or lmhol/iday@eiu.edu.
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Faculty lose two~year streak to BSU
BASKETBALL BRINGS
PROFESSORS AND
STUDENTS TOGETHER
THROUGH FRIENDLY
COMPETITION
BY NEIL SCHNEIDER
STAFF REPORTER

As the old saying goes,
"All good things must come
to an end."
Unfortunately for some
of EIU's faculty, their twoyear winning streak of the
annual faculty vs. Black
Student Union basketball
game came to an end on
September 13, with a loss to
the BSU student body by a
score of 35 -28.
The game was played
in the Student Recreation
Center.
As
expected,
the
BSU celebrity basketball
game was filled with
surprises, which included a
demoralizing block, a couple
wildly missed lay-ups and
one controversial technical
foul, which got both teams'
benches off of their seats.
The game started at 6
p.m. and the EIU faculty
wasted no time getting on
the scoreboard.
After winning the tipoff the EIU faculty quickly
moved the ball around the
perimeter of the defense and
after two quick passes No.
10 LeeAntwann McCline, of
TRiO, was able to launch an
uncontested three-point shot
that started the scoring at 3
-0.
The
BSU
quickly
responded with a lay-up by
No. 11 Barnell Coppage,

AUDREY SAWYER THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Assitant track coach JaRed Tobler goes to pass the ball during the faculty and students basketball game
on Sunday night at the Student Recreation Center. The faculty faced defeat, losing their two-year winning
streak to Black Student Union players on the student side.

which made the score 3 - 2.
The BSU students played an
aggressive strategy, which
resulted in six first half
rebounds.
After the EIU faculty
went through a stretch of
three turnovers on four
offensive possessions, the
BSU students were able to
gain a four-point lead thanks
to two consecutive lay-ups
by No. 3 Andre Tyler.
Just as soon as the
students had the lead, the
faculty came right back with
an offensive run of their
own, which was fueled by
the offensive rebounding of

No. 18 Shawn Schultz, of
Center for Academic Support
Achievement.
The final few minutes
of the first half were filled
with back and forth scoring
from both sides, but the
ElU faculty were able to
gain a two-point lead going
into halftime because of a
technical foul.
Faculty coach Shawn
Peoples, the assistant director
of Student Standards, said
she was especially pleased
with the way the offense was
playing.
"I felt that we were very
strong with taking it to the

hoop and trying to draw the
foul," Peoples said. " We
did a good job of collecting
offensive rebounds."
BSU student coach
Marcus Pailer, said he was
especially pleased with
the way the first half went,
despite mtssmg a few
opportunities.
"I felt that we had a
good rhythm for most of the
game," Pailer said.
The second half began
with sloppy play from the Neil Schneider can be
EIU faculty, who missed reached at 587-7942 or at
their first seven shots of the jnschneider@eiu.edu
half. The lapse of offensive
production allowed the BSU

with a cumulative GPA of
2.75 on a 4.0 grading scale.
Graduate students must have
a minimum 3.25 GPA or
better.
MIP is offered at four
other universities; Chicago

The intern sometimes is
allowed to take a class over
the summer but it is hard to
do so with an almost 8-hour
workday, Davenport said.
"These internships are for
full-time experience."
"It pushed me to the
next level," Otis Seawood,
a family and consumer
sciences major said.
Internship applications
are available at the Minority
Affairs Web site. Thedeadline
for accepting applications is
Monday, Sept. 28.

an internal auditor gave him
insight that he could not find
in a classroom.
Griffin interned for
almost a month in Old Main
in the Internal Auditor Office
BY ZINIKA LIVINGSTON
in the Martinsville room in
this summer.
STAFF REPORTER
the MLK University Union
"A lot of internships
building Wednesday at 5 ~;~heas~:e~~~~ois St~~ don't pay you, but this does,"
Minority
Internship p.m.
Western Illinois.
he said.
Program (MIP) was designed
MIP is open to African
Davenport
said
finding
MIP does pay the interns
to help minority students Americans,
Hispanic
who, after graduating from Americans, Asian Americans the internship is totally up to a monthly stipend of $1000.
college, could not find (or Pacific Islanders), Native the student and the help of However, the intern must pay
jobs due to their lack of Americans and Alaskan Career Services. "Intern at for tuition for the duration of
a company you have always their internship.
experience.
Natives.
wanted to work at," she
"Internships are offered
Mona
Davenport,
The student must be a
suggested.
all
semesters
but the intern
director of Minority Affairs, full time undergraduate or
Barry Griffin, senior should keep in mind that
explained the importance graduate student.
'\ccounting and finance they must put in 35 hours a
of getting an internship to a
tT ergraduate students
major,
said his internship as week," Davenport said.
group of almost 30 students must ..>e at least JUmors

lnt~rnship

offered to
minority students

team to go on a 7-1 run and
take a commanding lead of
25-19.
From there the BSU team
controlled the clock and
continued to get to the foul
line. The BSU team finished
the second half going 3-of-8
at the foul line.
After the BSU team's
initial run at the beginning
of the second half the game,
they never looked back,
but there were still a few
surprises left.
On
an
uncontested
breakaway faculty team
member Shawn Schultz
missed a lay-up that hit the
backboard and went sailing
back to the court with no one
around him.
Also, the faculty found a
bright spot in the form of a
big block by No. 16 JaRod
Tobler who sent an opposing
lay-up into the second row
of what would have been the
bleachers.
The game finished with
the BSU students pulling
away for a final score of
35 -28. This was the first
victory for the students since
the game began in 2007
After the game, faculty
coach Mona Davenport,
director of Minority Affairs,
said she was pleased with the
way the team performed.
"We played really well,
hopefully next year we can
get a few more calls to go
our way," Davenport said.

Zinika Livingston can be
reached at 587-7942 or at
zclivingston@eiu.edu.

